
DO THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF FACEBOOK

There are positive and negative effects that Facebook has on people, With the status updates, photos, and profile
information, it can keep you.

Social Media comes to a point on whether social media has a positive or negative out look on people in
general. Positive and negative impact of Facebook Positive and negative impact of Facebook Facebook is one
of the largest social media platforms in the world and it currently boasts of having 2. There aren't moderators
that go around monitoring what people say to each other. The study examined workers in three groups: one
that was allowed no breaks, one that was allowed to do anything but use the internet, and one that was allowed
10 minutes to use the internet and Facebook. It also deals with the issues of why the particular survey
instrument was selected as being appropriate for the current study. Therefore, a study that makes it possible to
analyze this issue should be introduced in further studies. This makes it much easier to find common ground
with other users. Becoming Social Over the last decade, and particularly in the last five or six years, SNS has
transformed our thinking about our relationships, our connections with and affinity to others, and the influence
and persuasive power of online communities on how we think, organize, and act politically. Given the huge
proportion of users in this age range, variation abounds in this vast digital space. Positive Effects One positive
effect of Facebook on teenagers is that it is a place where teens practice empathy, having a real impact on their
friends' moods. As with most things in life, there are positive and negative sides to social networking. Based
on an additional study Junco, , presumably, usage is most robust among first-semester freshmen and
sophomores among such students at four-year institutions. Vast quantities of information of different types are
stored on the Internet. You can share daily updates with your family and even call them when they are online
at the same time. Enjoyed this article? Negative effects include: Teens who use Facebook frequently may
become narcissistic. The contract may also include removing all technology devices from the bedroom at
night. Shimelis Z. Therefore, this section outline the definitions used throughout the thesis. Not to mention the
fact that they will be able to go through all of your pictures and get to know you completely without you ever
knowing. Do not use monitoring software at all. Takeaways From all the listed points it is now much easier to
state that Social Media is definitely a boon. Communication and entertainment People around the world can
now quickly communicate with each other through the Facebook using a range of applications: chatting, Wall
post, and helps to download some books. There is another significant factor that is the behavioral consequence
related to communication technology based behavior and this is self-esteem. Hence, more than virtual Lessons
from Facebook communities born online, SNS are usually online communities created and maintained to
reflect offline relationships. There are positive and negative effects that Facebook has on people, and they can
be quite significant. Lastly and not surprisingly, across the U. You can get help from online friends. These
young media consumers are more connected than any previous generation, and they have an expectation to
remain that way in all aspects of their lives. MBA , and Sarfaraz K. Usually, the information on the Internet is
free of cost and is available 24 hours a day. Older generations have been slower to embrace SNS, struggling
somewhat to keep pace with younger cohorts. It affects family life. Without them this journey would never
have reached this destination. It gives them the social life they don't have since they live in isolation. These
criteria were used to differentiate a day time regular undergraduate students from other students attending their
education in the extension, summer and graduate program and other students in the university who do not have
Facebook account. Organization of the Thesis This study is divided into five chapters. A friend may have gone
through a similar ordeal that you are currently going through, and they will be able to help you get through it.
Writing a tweet takes all of 20 seconds, and with cross-posting to other social networks switched on, that
update reaches everyone you want it to reach and probably more besides in an instant. Social Media
advertising is cheaper as compared to traditional advertising It reaches all ages and demographics Its users are
active, and it promotes two-way communication You can share a lot about your business on various platforms
Social Media Has a Lot of Benefits for Students and Teachers It has become very easy to get knowledge from
renowned experts and professionals through the social media. Social media effects both on privacy, theft,
cyberbullying, advertising and much more on social media. Limitation of the Study No study is without
limitation Creswell  Facebook users usually interrupt their work to visit Facebook profiles, because of the
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short-term capacity needed for the working memory process. Conceptual Framework On the basis of the
preceding theoretical background, the proposed model posits that addiction to Facebook and time spent on it
had a crucial impact on academic performance of students. Just a few decades ago it was pretty tough to
connect with people, unless you were the overly outgoing type able to make conversation with anyone and
everyone at a party.


